
 
 

 

Streamline Your Daily Operations with the TELiX Shipbroking Suite 
 

 

Tryton Shipbroking was founded in 2008 to provide 
Dry Cargo Chartering services. The team has more 
than 20 years active presence in the industry with 
strong track records in Dry Cargo Chartering and the 
vision to be a leading broking firm with worldwide 

recognition based on existing quality of work. Tryton is specialized in chartering Panamax and 
Kamsarmax vessels & cargoes and maintains strong/long relationship with Owners, Charterers & 
operators both in Greek & international markets. 
 
Tryton Shipbroking cooperates with LgMAR Software using the TELiX Platform since 2008, since the 
day the company was founded. The team uses the email collaboration basic TELiX Platform and the 
TELiX Shipbroking module regarding the positions, the LgPList to manage information related to vessels 
and positions and the iTELiX application that contains rich features for all the mobile devices. 
 
Since its founding in 2008, Tryton Shipbroking has forged a successful collaboration with LgMAR 
Software, utilizing the powerful TELiX Platform. The dedicated team relies on the email collaboration 
feature of the TELiX Platform and leverage the LgPList module to effectively handle vessel information 
and positions. To further enhance accessibility and convenience, their team utilizes the iTELiX 
application, which provides rich functionality tailored for all mobile devices. This comprehensive suite 
of tools enables Tryton to efficiently manage operations and deliver exceptional service to clients. 
 
Jan Ioannou from Tryton Shipbroking acknowledges the demands of everyday shipping business tasks, 
which require swift management of a substantial volume of information and timely responses to 
associates' needs.  Jan considers Telix collaboration system is an essential tool for Tryton since it has 
played a critical role for their daily operations.  Last but not least, he expresses his deep satisfaction for 
the unwavering support provided by the LgMAR tech support team, emphasizing their invaluable 
partnership cultivated over the years. 
 
 
 

LgMAR is a software company founded in 1989 by a team of dedicated experts in computer science and 
maritime business. LgMAR with the TELiX system introduced email to the maritime industry and nowadays is 
part of a greater TELiX Suite which includes Fleet Tracking and Performance Monitoring, Vessels' Position List, 
Orders List, Cargo/Port/Company Information and Vessels Sale &Purchase. LgMAR is recognized as a leading 
company in email software with several hundreds of installations and thousands of satisfied users in Greece, 
Europe, North and South America, Far East and Middle East. 
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